Happenings at
‘Thai Temple Semenyih’
Run Nr.:
Date:
Hare:
Co-Hares:
Runners:
Distance:
Checks:
FROPs:
Time:
Guests:
Returnees:

3713
26th January 2015
Mathew Werner
Barry Dawe
70
~ 11km.
5
Ah Meng and Super Old Man
7.37pm.
None
None

Like last week, back to a familiar spot. Good hot day. Good dry day. Some drizzle in
between.
The run started with the trail going the short length behind the shed. Most walked
slowly knowing there would be a check and probably a back check.
There was a check a short distance away but the trail continued just by the side on a
long steep climb.
At the top it turned to the right into a check. Paper was found a long way down to the
left and shortly after another check to the left again.
Short walkers continued to the right, past the swiftel and down to the left track which
led back to the nurseries.
The runners had to contend with a figure 8 trail.
The members were back in fairly early. The circle was planned for the usual 8.30pm.
The whistle was blown a few times for the 5 minute time checks. Just then, at
8.15pm, the hare comes along and tells the On Sec that the restaurant had called to
say they will close at 9.30pm. In true Mother Hash style, a team was called into
action. On Sec asked Opera to talk to the restaurant to hold out. The circle was
started immediately.
The restaurant was not willing to give in, so Ah Meng was called up to help arrange
with a place where he had some swing. And all was well. We did not have to rush
the circle.
Butler for the evening was new member Ben.
The hare and his (for a change) one co-hare were up and the members deemed it a
good run.
On Cash got up and was pleased with the collections to date but it can always be
better.

Mike Kuan was up to get his 15-year membership patch.
Interhash Sec got up and briefed the members on the forthcoming trip to Singapore.
Leong got up and got everyone excited about the Korean tour. For those still keen,
too bad, it is fully booked.
The hare next week had appointed Billy NoHair as bomoh. He swung into action in
his usual style and got Arthur up first for interrupting him.
He then got up that cruel guy who falsely called a falsie near the top of that first hill
climb. Got some of them to actually go back before he cancelled the call. Young
Yap!
Billy talked about inspiration this day. Some guys did their own thing inspired in their
own way. Mike Moi goes in for 45 minutes. Tyson inspired to find paper. Frank runs
all over the place. And most of all, Fico, (Steven Leong look-alike) who gets
perpetually inspired to shout all the time.
Then another team charge. Tau Foo Soo, a construction-type guy. Poon Chai and
electrician. Yap Foo Hai also electrician. All the off the box.
Who then? How many guys to put up a simple light?
In Mother Hash, 3 guys!
On Sec, Kana and Chris Tan.
We can use a run site many times over. But wherever we are we must keep the
runsite clean and litter-free. Even when we run on other chapters. Especially if we
are the GM on another chapter. Ah Chai, GM of DH3, caught throwing a can on their
trail.
For Wong is a promising runner. But he believes in a Chinese saying – one
underpants, two persons wear. He borrowed running shorts from Billy.
Leong, Steven Leong, Jeffery Wong (Danny Tai look-alike) and Tony Maido.
Strangely, a bunch of unmentionables. Bomoh caught them walking in a huddle
passing by barking dogs.
With that, the circle closed when the hare said the restaurant was now settled and
gave directions to the Sunga Jelok restaurant near Kajang.

PIX OF THE RUN

